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Does d-sarcoglycan-associated autosomal-dominant
cardiomyopathy exist?
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In this study we clinically and genetically characterize a consanguineous family with a homozygous novel
missense mutation in the d-sarcoglycan gene and a second d-sarcoglycan mutation that has previously
been reported to cause severe autosomal-dominant dilated cardiomyopathy. We identified a novel
missense mutation in exon 6 (p.A131P) of the d-sarcoglycan gene, which in a homozygous state leads to
the clinical picture of a limb girdle muscular dystrophy. In four heterozygous carriers for the mutation,
aged 3–64 years, a second sequence variant in exon 6 (p.S151A) of the d-sarcoglycan gene was detected on
the other allele. This second missense change had previously been reported to be responsible for fatal
autosomal-dominant dilated cardiomyopathy at young age. Comprehensive clinical and cardiac
investigation in all of the compound heterozygous family members revealed no signs of cardiomyopathy
or limb girdle muscular dystrophy. Our findings demonstrate that, even in the presence of a second
disease-causing mutation, the p.S151A mutation in the d-sarcoglycan gene does not result in
cardiomyopathy. This finding questions the pathological relevance of this sequence variant for causing
familial autosomal-dominant dilated cardiomyopathy and thereby the role of the d-sarcoglycan gene in
general as a disease-causing gene for autosomal-dominant dilated cardiomyopathy.
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Introduction
The sarcoglycans are part of the dystrophin–glycoprotein

complex (DGC), an oligomeric complex spanning the

plasma membrane of skeletal and cardiac muscle fibres. It

is assumed that integrity of the sarcoglycan complex is

crucial to maintain the mechanical and non-mechanical

linkage between the subsarcolemmal cytoskeleton and the

extracellular matrix.1 –4 Six sarcoglycans, a-, b-, g-, d-, e- and
z-sarcoglycan, have so far been identified. Mutations in the

genes for a-, b-, g- and d-sarcoglycan (SGCA; B, G and D)

cause a heterogeneous group of autosomal recessive limb

girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMD2C-F).5–7 The sarco-

glycan-deficient LGMDs are characterized by progressive

weakness of the pelvic and shoulder girdle musculature

with symptoms ranging from very severe to mild.8–10

Patients with LGMD2C-F, in particular with b-sarcoglycan-
deficient LGMD2E and d-sarcoglycan-deficient LGMD2F,

often develop a progressive and potentially fatal dilated

cardiomyopathy (DCM) in association with muscular

dystrophy.11 Mutations in the e-sarcoglycan gene are

associated with a dominant form of myoclonus dystonia
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syndrome,12 whereas so far no disease has been associated

with mutations in the z-sarcoglycan gene. Dominant

inheritance has not been reported in sarcoglycan-deficient

LGMD. However, a previous report described autosomal-

dominant mutations in the d-sarcoglycan (SGCD) gene in

patients with familial and sporadic cases of DCM without

significant involvement of the skeletal muscle.13

Generally, DCM is a myocardial disease characterized by

left ventricular dilatation and impaired contraction of the

left ventricle and a 5-year mortality rate estimated up to

50% after onset of symptoms.14,15 The underlying causes

for DCM are heterogeneous but the disease is familial in

approximately 20–35% of cases, typically showing an

autosomal-dominant mode of inheritance.16–19 Recently

candidate gene screenings and linkage analyses in large

families have successfully been applied for the identifica-

tion of many disease genes including the SGCD gene.20 So

far three putative DCM-associated mutations in the SGCD

gene have been described whereas only one of them

(p.S151A) has been reported to cause familial autosomal-

dominant DCM.13,21 However, the prevalence of mutations

in the SGCD gene responsible for DCM was estimated to be

less than one percent and it still remains controversial

whether the SGCD gene is a predominant disease-causing

gene in patients with DCM.21,22

Here we characterized a large consanguineous family

with LGMD2F caused by a novel homozygous missense

mutation in exon 6 of the SGCD gene. In the same family,

four heterozygous carriers for the mutation carried the

sequence variant p.S151A on the other d-sarcoglycan allele

that had previously been reported to cause familial

autosomal-dominant DCM.13 In the report from Tsubata

et al,13 three patients carrying the p.S151A sequence

variant developed DCM with heart failure. Two of the

patients died of sudden cardiac death at an early age

(17–37 years) and the third patient required heart

transplantation at the age of 21 years.

In our family, the p.S151A sequence variant showed no

pathological relevance for cardiac disease. Comprehensive

clinical examination of seven family members carrying the

p.S151A sequence variant did not reveal any clinical

signs of cardiomyopathy. The existence of d-sarcoglycan
associated autosomal-dominant DCM, therefore, remains

controversial.

Methods
Patients

The family pedigree is depicted in Figure 1. The index

patient (pedigree no. IV:11; 9-year-old girl) and two

younger siblings (pedigree no. IV:12 and 13; 7-year-old girl

and 5-year-old boy, respectively) with LGMD are three of

eight children of consanguineous parents of Arabic origin

(pedigree no. III:10; 31-year-old father and III:14; 35-year-

old mother). The non-affected parents are first degree

cousins with four siblings on the father’s side (pedigree no.

III:3, 5, 7, 9) and six siblings on the mother’s side (pedigree

no. III:15–17). Genetic analysis was performed in 19 family

members. None of the other family members showed any

signs of muscular dystrophy, and there is no family history

of neuromuscular diseases or cardiac disease.

The three affected patients underwent clinical examina-

tions, including manual muscle testing (MRC scale), blood

tests for creatine kinase (CK), lung function tests and

cardiac assessments.

Cardiac assessments

Standard 12-lead-ECGs and echocardiograms were perfor-

med in all the three patients, their father (pedigree no.

III:10) and a paternal uncle (pedigree no. III:7; 31 years

old). ECGs were examined for features suggestive of

cardiomyopathy – P-wave morphology and QRS-voltage

criteria for atrial or ventricular hypertrophy, respectively,

presence of repolarization abnormalities or pathological

Q-waves. Heart function was assessed by transthoracic

echocardiography and tissue Doppler assessment. Image

sets were obtained in standard parasternal long and short

axes and apical four-chamber views. Left ventricular

dimensions and systolic function were measured by

fractional shortening, derived from M-mode chamber

dimensions, and ejection fraction derived from a

16-segment wall motion scoring method. Right ventricular

systolic function was assessed qualitatively. Systolic

function was also assessed by tissue-Doppler measurements

of four ventricular segments (lateral, septal, anterior,

inferior) at the mitral valve ring. Diastolic ventricular

function was assessed using the E/E0 ratio of the mitral flow

method. All heart valves were assessed by 2-D inspection

and Doppler flow measurements for the presence of

structural or functional abnormalities.

Muscle biopsy

A muscle biopsy was obtained from the 6-year-old index

patient (pedigree no. IV:11). Samples were mounted on

cork, transversely orientated and rapidly frozen in

isopentane. Cryostat sections were stained according to

established methods.

Using a DAKO Autostainer plus, serial sections were

immunostained with three different monoclonal anti-

bodies to dystrophin specific for the rod-domain (clone

Dy4/6D3, dilution 1:30; Novocastra), C-terminus (clone

Dy8/6C5, dilution 1:50; Novocastra), and N-terminus

(clone Dy10/12B2, dilution 1:15; Novocastra), a-(cloneAd1/
20A6, dilution 1:100; Novocastra), b-(clone Sarc/5B1, dilu-

tion 1:50; Novocastra), g-(clone 35DAG/21B5, dilution

1:300; Novocastra), and d-sarcoglycan (clone Sarc3/12C1,

dilution 1:100; Novocastra). Immunoreactions were visua-

lized with Histofines Simple Stain MAX-PO (Multi; Nichirei

Biosciences).
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Mutation screening

DNAwas extracted from peripheral blood samples according

to the standard protocols following patients’ informed

consent. In the index patient screening for mutations was

performed by DHPLC (denaturing high performance liquid

chromatography; Transgenomic, Cheshire, UK; analysis

software Wavemaker 4.1) for all exons of the sarcoglycan

(SGC) genes (SGCA, 9 exons; SGCB, 6 exons; SGCD, 8 exons).

DNAs of the exons with conspicuous melting curves were

sequenced (MegaBace1000; Amersham). The SGCG gene

(8 exons) was sequenced directly. To exclude a large deletion

of one allele of the SGCD gene two-colour multiplex

ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA; Ceq8000;

Beckman Coulter) was applied.

The mutations in the other family members were

detected using direct bidirectional fluorescent sequencing

of exon 6 of the SGCD gene. Sequences were analysed using

DNASTAR SeqMAN 5.05 and Mutation Surveyor v3.10

semi-automated analysis software (SoftGenetics, USA).

Results
Clinical features and muscle biopsy findings

Three children (pedigree no. IV:11, 12, 13) of consangui-

neous parents were referred to the neuromuscular out-

patient clinic. All three showed elevated serum CK levels

(IV11: 8686U/l; IV12: 25431U/l and IV13: 20325U/l), a

waddling gait with difficulties to climb stairs, calf hyper-

trophy and a Gowers’ manoeuvre. The two older siblings

(pedigree no. IV:11, 12) showed pronounced muscle

weakness in the pelvic and shoulder girdle muscles

(MRC power grade 3� to 3þ ), whereas the youngest

sibling was only mildly affected (pedigree no. IV:13). In all

three patients, lung function testing did not reveal any

signs of respiratory weakness with normal values for forced

expiratory volume and vital capacity and the peak

expiratory flow.

Histopathology of a muscle biopsy from the index

patient obtained at the age of 6 years showed an extensive

and active dystrophic process (Figure 2a). Immuno-

histochemical analysis detected a complete absence of

a-, b-, g- and d-sarcoglycan in the presence of dystro-

phin, suggesting the diagnosis of a sarcoglycanopathy

(Figure 2b–f). Figure 2f shows diffuse intracellular staining

for d-sarcoglycan indicating cytoplasmic accumulation of

defective protein.

The patients underwent cardiac assessments, which

showed no abnormalities. There was no evidence for either

global or segmental left ventricular dysfunction or hyper-

trophy on echocardiographic or tissue-Doppler investiga-

tions. Left ventricular end-systolic and end-diastolic

dimensions were within normal limits and 12-lead ECG

recordings were all normal.

Genetic analysis
Identification of a novel d-sarcoglycan mutation All

sarcoglycan genes were sequenced in the index patient

(pedigree no. IV:11) and a single nucleotide substitution at

Figure 1 Pedigree: Black filled circles and squares represent LGMD2F affected females and males, respectively.
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position 391 (G for C), leading to an amino-acid change at

codon 131 from alanine to proline, was detected in exon 6

of the SGCD gene. This sequence variant was subsequently

identified in all the three affected patients in a homo-

zygous state. Both parents were heterozygous carriers for

the mutation. MLPA of the SGCD gene was also performed

in the index patient and no deletion or duplication was

detected.

The carrier status for the novel p.A131P mutation was

tested in the extended family as consanguineous partner-

ships were planned. Direct sequence analysis of the coding

region of exon 6 of the SGCD gene was performed in 19

relatives of the affected children (pedigree; Figure 1).

Besides the parents (pedigree no. III:10 and III:14) of the

three patients, another eight family members (pedigree no.

II:5, III:7, IV:5, IV:6, IV:7, IV:8, IV:9 and IV:14) were found

to carry the sequence variant p.A131P in a heterozygous

state. In accordance with the autosomal recessive mode of

inheritance none of the carriers showed any clinical signs

of skeletal muscle weakness.

Sequence variant reported to cause fatal autosomal-
dominant DCM In addition to the novel disease-causing

p.A131P mutation, direct sequence analysis of exon 6 in

the father of the index patient (pedigree no. III:10) revealed

a second heterozygous mutation in the SGCD gene. This

sequence variant was not identified in the three affected

children and is therefore located on the paternal allele that

does not carry the disease-causing mutation.

The second sequence variant, a substitution of a single

nucleotide (T for G) resulting in an amino-acid change

from serine to alanine at codon 151 (p.S151A), had

previously been described to cause fatal autosomal-domi-

nant DCM.13 The same heterozygous mutation, p.S151A,

was also identified in six other family members from 3 to

64 years of age (pedigree no. II:4, III7, IV:4, IV:9, IV:10,

Figure 2 Histopathological (H&E) and immunohistochemical analysis of the dystrophin–glycoprotein complex in the muscle biopsy from the
LGMD2F index patient (200-fold original magnification) demonstrate an active dystrophic process (a) and a virtual absence of a-, b-, g- and
d-sarcoglycan (c– f) in the presence of dystrophin (b).
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IV:14 ). Besides the father of the index patient (pedigree no.

III:10), three other family members were carrying both the

sequence variant p.A131P and p.S151A in a compound

heterozygote manner (pedigree no. III:7; 32 years; IV:9; 11

years and IV:14; 3 years). Skeletal muscle and cardiac

assessment performed in the compound heterozygote

family members revealed no clinical signs of LGMD2F or

DCM. ECG and echocardiography showed normal systolic

and diastolic pump function and ventricular dimensions.

There was no family history of muscle weakness, sudden

death or heart disease. There were no further polymor-

phisms detected in the SGCD gene in addition to the

p.S151A and p.A131P sequence variants in this family. In

the index patient, four additional polymorphisms were

found in the SGCG gene whereas no sequence variants

were found in the SGCA or SGCB gene.

Discussion
The autosomal recessive sarcoglycan-deficient LGMD2C-F

are a heterogeneous group of progressive muscle diseases

associated with DCM.11 Similar to the animal models for

d-sarcoglycan-deficiency, the cardiomyopathic hamster

models and the d-sarcoglycan knock-out mouse, patients

can already present severe cardiomyopathy at young age in

addition to muscular dystrophy.23,24 Cardiomyopathy is

not a core component of LGMD2F and there have been

reports of several patients without cardiac involvement.25

On the other hand, it has been suggested that mutations in

the SGCD gene may cause autosomal-dominant DCM

independently from symptoms of LGMD.13

Here we characterize a consanguineous family that has

been diagnosed with LGMD2F caused by a novel homo-

zygous missense mutation (p.A131P) in the SGCD gene.

In the same family we found a sequence variant (p.S151A)

in the SGCD gene that had previously been associated with

fatal autosomal-dominant DCM.13 Neither the p.S151A

carriers nor the compound heterozygous carriers for the

two mutations showed any signs of heart disease, which

calls into question the pathological relevance of the

p.S151A mutation.

Mutations in the SGCD gene have been reported to cause

familial autosomal-dominant DCM.13 In the study from

Tsubata et al, 50 young DCM patients between 3 days and

18 years of age and one DCM family were screened for

mutations in the SGCD gene, and two sequence variants

were found. The sequence variant p.S151A was detected in

three family members, who all showed symptoms of DCM,

and a second sequence variant in position 238 (DK238) was

found in two sporadic cases. No patient had signs of

skeletal muscle disease. Tsubata et al concluded that the

p.S151A sequence variant caused a fatal form of autosomal-

dominant DCM characterized by heart failure, need for

heart transplantation and sudden cardiac death at very

young age. The authors hypothesized that DCM is mainly a

cytoskeletopathy, which can be caused by disruption of the

DGC and that d-sarcoglycan is the disease-causing gene in

their patients. Based on this report the existence of

autosomal-dominant DCM caused by mutations in the

SGCD gene was postulated.

In our study, besides a novel autosomal recessive

mutation (p.A131P) identified to cause LGMD2F, the

previously described p.S151A mutation was found in

several family members of a large consanguineous family.

According to our findings, there is no evidence that the

p.S151A sequence variant causes DCM or LGMD in this

family. The mutation was detected in seven family

members between 3 and 64 years of age, and four of them

were compound heterozygotes, carrying the LGMD-caus-

ing p.A131P mutation and the p.S151A sequence variant.

None of the examined carriers had a history or showed

clinical signs of DCM or LGMD, and all cardiac examina-

tions performed were normal. Even the oldest family

member carrying the mutation (pedigree no. II:4; 64 years

old) did not show any clinical signs of DCM. However, we

cannot exclude the possibility that the identical mutation

in the SGCD gene may lead to a milder, subclinical cardiac

phenotype, as previously shown for another d-sarcoglycan
mutation (p.A71T) in a small Finnish family with DCM.21

In this family, patients were considerably older than

those described by Tsubata et al and phenotypes have

been reported to be less severe with a good response

to medication. However, only two mutation carriers were

found and definitive conclusions could not be presented.

Thus, the authors reasoned that defects in the SGCD gene

seem to be rare in patients with DCM. In our family, we

have no information about cardiac expression levels of the

allele, and effects of modifier genes on the penetrance in

patients carrying the p.S151A sequence variant cannot be

excluded. For instance, Gouveia et al reported a case of

mild phenotype in a LGMD2F family with a strong SGCD

mutation due to a retention of the other three sarcoglycans

in the sarcolemma.26 It has also been speculated that the

compensatory overexpression of z-sarcoglycan may lead to

a milder phenotype in LGMD2F patients although this has

so far not been proven.26 In wild-type mouse, cardiac

muscle z-sarcoglycan is only weakly expressed.27

Although the p.S151A mutation was not detected in 200

healthy controls in the report by Tsubata et al, the

possibility remains that this mutation is a rare non-

pathological polymorphism. Studies to confirm an effect

of this sequence variant on the protein function have not

been performed. Transgenic mice overexpressing the

p.S151A sequence variant develop DCM at a young age

with enhanced lethality, despite the fact that convincing

data in patients are still lacking.28 However, transgenic

mice overexpressing a normal SGCG gene also develop

myopathy and cardiomyopathy.29 Heydemann et al found

up to sevenfold overexpression of the S151A sequence

variant in hearts of their mice, which may suggest that
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rather the overall level of gene expression than the

expression of the sequence variant has been responsible

for the pathology in mice.28 The other sequence variant

(DK238) in the SGCD gene described by Tsubata et al was

found in two patients with sporadic DCM but in the

absence of clear functional data and cosegregation with the

phenotype in an autosomal-dominant manner no final

conclusion can be drawn.

In conclusion, carriers of the p.S151A mutation in the

d-sarcoglycan gene, previously described to cause auto-

somal-dominant DCM, showed no evidence of cardiac

pathology, despite the fact that several of them carried

an additional pathogenic mutation on the other allele.

This finding calls into question the pathological relevance

of this p.S151A sequence variant for causing familial

autosomal-dominant DCM and thereby the existence of

an autosomal-dominant mode of inheritance for the

pathogenic mutations in the SGCD gene.
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